FIM 1801 - FUNDAMENTALS OF CINEMATOGRAPHY

Hands-On Exam Review Checklist

For the hands-on portion of your exam you will be required to do the following:

**GRIP**

- SET UP C-STAND
- PLACE FLAG, NET, ETC. ON GOBO ARM (The Correct Hole)
- PLACE GOBO ARM OVER LOAD LEG
- ARM AND FLAG AWAY FROM YOU WHEN STANDING BEHIND STAND, LARGE LOCKS ON YOUR RIGHT
- PLACE SAND BAG ON STAND, ON PROPER LEG
- WRAP C-STAND PROPERLY – KNUCKLES LINED UP AND LOCKED AND PLACED ON GRIP CART

**LIGHTING**

- SET UP LIGHT ON STAND (Proper Orientation, Attached Securely)
- CABLE DRESSED ALL THE WAY TO STAND BOTTOM
- BARN DOORS PROPERLY INSTALLED AND OPEN
- STRAIN RELIEF ON CABLE
- SWITCH TURNED OFF
- EXPLAIN HOW TO FLOOD OR SPOT
- WRAP LIGHT PROPERLY, CABLE WRAPPED PROPERLY AND TIED OFF (Placed on cart correctly)

**STINGER**

- PROPER WRAPPING TECHNIQUE USED
- PROPER SIZE LOOP
- PROPERLY TIED UP